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The Elements of

Purely Competitive Market

Price Determination

In a purely competitive market the basic price-determining forces are

demand and supply. In product markets of all kinds demand plays an

important role but, as we will see in subsequent chapters, the concept of

supply becomes vague when monopoly elements appear. At the moment, we
are taking a quick look at free-market price determination; this chapter is

intended to refresh the student’s memory concerning matters which he

encountered in elementary economics and to serve as an introduction to the

more detailed study of demand and supply in following chapters.

The Nature of Demand

As the term demand is used in ordinary speech and as it is sometimes

defined in popular dictionaries, it means the amount of a good which people

will buy at a given price. To the economist, however, demand means some-

thing different, and to avoid confusion it is important to distinguish the

scientific from the popular use of the term. To the economist, demand implies

the desire for a good plus the ability to pay for it plus the willingness to pay
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22 Chapter Two

for it. If any of these conditions is lacking, potential demand may be said to

exist. Numerous institutions have been formed in our society to convert

potential into effective demand. Among them are advertising and salesman-

ship, which may act to create or increase the desire for a commodity, and

credit and installment-purchase plans, which may increase the consumer’s

ability or willingness to pay.

The economist observes that the amount of a commodity or service

demanded during a given interval of time depends upon the price charged for

the good. To borrow the language of mathematics, the amount demanded is a

function of the price. Stated in symbols,

D = q = f(P),

where D and q are the quantity of the good demanded, and P is the price of

the good. By demand the economist means the entire functional relationship;

the whole range of price-quantity combinations rather than the amount

demanded at a particular price is, as the economist uses the term, the demand
for a commodity. This view of demand is an abstraction and the definition is

arbitrary. But a distinction must be made between the amount demanded at a

given price and the whole schedule of quantities demanded at all relevant

prices. If we use the same term to describe demand as the quantity demanded

at a given price and as the schedule of quantities demanded at various prices,

confusion is inevitable. Careless use of terminology might lead one to argue,

for example, that the price of a commodity could not fall permanently

because, if the price decreased, demand for the good would increase, and the

increase in demand would cause the price to rise again. The difficulty here

arises, of course, because in the first instance we have used demand to mean
the amount demanded at a given price, and in the second to mean the

schedule of amounts demanded at all prices. If the price of a commodity falls,

the quantity demanded will increase, but the change in price will not in itself

affect demand in the schedule sense; changes in price are not, accordingly,

automatically self-canceling. When we mean the amount demanded at a

particular price, we must use the somewhat cumbersome expression quantity

demanded or amount demanded and reserve the term demand for the whole

schedule of price-quantity relationships.

When we say that the amount demanded is a function of price, we state

simply that for every price there is a corresponding quantity demanded. This

statement does not in itself indicate the nature of the price-quantity relation-

ship. Will the quantity demanded vary directly or inversely with the change

in price? The expression D = f(P) does not tell us. But common sense

indicates that in general a decline in price is accompanied by an increase and

not a decrease in the amount demanded. This comes about because a con-

sumer’s ability and willingness to pay will be enhanced by a reduction in the

price of the commodity. This common-sense view will be confirmed analyti-

cally in subsequent chapters, but it seems clear on its face that the functional
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relationship between price and quantity demanded is an inverse and not a

direct one: if the price falls, the amount of the commodity demanded will

—

other things remaining the same—increase; if the price rises, the quantity

demanded will decrease. This principle has sometimes been called the Funda-

mental Law of Demand.

Suppose that the demand for a particular commodity for a given period

of time is given by the equation

D = q = 10 — p,

where D and q are the amount demanded, and p is the price of the

commodity. This equation may have been arrived at as result of statistical

TABLE 2-1

Price

Quantity

Demanded

$10 0
9 1

8 2

7 3

6 4

5 5

4 6

3 7

2 8

1 9

0 10

observation of empirical data, or it may be taken to be a simple mathematical

model which represents no actual real-world situation but rather a typical

demand situation. Instead of a general functional relationship between the

amount demanded and the price, we now have a specific demand by particu-

lar consumers for a given commodity during a given period of time. By

substituting appropriately for p in the equation we can determine the amount

that would be demanded at any price. As stated before, the higher the price,

the smaller will be the quantity demanded. At a price of 10, none of this

commodity will be demanded at all. If the commodity were a free good—that

is, if the price were zero—consumers would want 10 units per time period. If

p = $5.96, the quantity demanded is 4.04 units per time period. But note that

4.04 is the quantity demanded and not the demand; demand is D — q
— 10 — p.

It is often convenient to put the price-quantity relationships in tabular

form; such a table is called a demand schedule. Using the function D = q
= 10 — p, and substituting appropriate values for p, we get the demand

schedule represented in Table 2-1. The entire table or schedule represents the

demand for the commodity; each number in the right-hand column is the

quantity demanded at the price indicated in the left-hand column. If we
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move from one price-quantity combination to another, we assume a change in

the quantity demanded, but the demand does not change since the demand is

the entire schedule, and that has remained constant.

We have represented demand as an algebraic function and as a table or

schedule. A third way to represent demand is geometrically, as a demand

curve. If we plot the demand function D = q
= 10 — p, measuring price on

the y-axis and the quantity demanded on the x-axis, we get a linear function

with a negative slope, having an intercept at 10 on the price axis and an

intercept of 10 on the quantity axis.

p

A demand curve may be formally described as the locus of points

representing alternative maximum quantities which a consumer or a group of

consumers would be willing to buy per time period at all relevant prices.

Demand curves may or may not be linear. They may be convex or concave to

the origin, or they may be discontinuous, looking something like descending

stairsteps. But they will normally have a negative slope; this reflects the

inverse relationship between price and quantity demanded. If the price falls,

the amount demanded will increase; if the price rises, the amount demanded

will decrease. This may be stated symbolically as follows

:

m _ Ap
~ Aq

’

where m is the slope of the demand curve, Ap is the negative change in price,

and Aq is the positive change in the quantity demanded. Since Ap and Aq
have opposite algebraic signs, the slope of the demand curve is negative.

The distinction between demand and the quantity demanded may be

made once again with reference to Figure 2-1. If the price of the commodity

falls from OP to OP', the quantity demanded will increase from OM to OM'.
This represents a movement from point R on the demand curve D to point R'

on the same curve. Since the demand curve has not changed, demand has not
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changed; the effect of the change in price has been to change the amount

demanded, hut not demand. Under appropriate circumstances the demand

curve itself might shift, and if it did, this would be a change in demand. If a

change occurs in consumer money income or if there is a change in consumer

tastes or if prices of complementary or rival goods change, the demand for the

commodity in question might change. This would be represented by a new
demand curve, to the right of the original curve if demand increased and to

the left if it decreased.

P

An increase in demand is illustrated in Figure 2-2. The original demand

is curve D. The new curve, D', is drawn to the right of D. At any price, such

as OP, the quantity demanded on the new curve is greater than the quantity

demanded at that price on the original curve. Or, alternatively, the same

quantity demanded at price OP on the original curve will be demanded at a

higher price on the new demand curve. The shift from D to D' is what the

economist means by an increase in demand. A shift from D' to D would, of

course, represent a decrease in demand. The proper way to read a demand
curve may be indicated with reference to Figure 2-2. One says that if the

price is OP' and the demand is D ', the quantity demanded is OM; if the

price falls to OP and the demand remains at D', the quantity demanded

is OM'. Or if the demand is D and the price is OP, the quantity demanded

is OM.

The Nature of Supply

The term supply also means something to the economist which is

different from the meaning attached to the word in popular speech. Supply

does not mean the stock or store of a good in existence at a given time, since

at very low prices suppliers may choose not to offer the good for sale. They
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have what is sometimes called a "reservation price"; they will hold onto their

goods rather than offer them for sale if
%

they consider the price too low.

Supply is the schedule of maximum quantities which will be offered by

sellers at all relevant prices. This too may be stated in mathematical termi-

nology:

S = q
= /CP),

where S and q are the quantity supplied and P is price. This expression does

not indicate the nature of the price-quantity relationship; it simply says that

for any price there is a corresponding quantity which will be supplied. But

this time common sense tells us that the relationship is direct and not inverse.

At very low prices little or none of the good may be offered for sale. As the

price rises, the quantity supplied would be expected to increase. This view

will also be substantiated analytically in a subsequent chapter.

Instead of a general function which indicates that there is a quantity

supplied corresponding to each price, we may represent a particular supply

with an equation such as

S = q = 2p — 5.

If supply is given to us in this form, we may determine the quantity supplied

at any price by substituting appropriately for p in the equation. At a price of

$8.98, for example, the quantity supplied would be 12.96 units per time

period.

A table showing the quantities supplied at various prices can be derived

from the given supply equation; Table 2—2 is called a supply schedule.

TABLE 2-2

Price

$10
9

8
7

6

5

4

3
2.50

Quantity

Supplied

15

13
11

9

7

5

3

1

0

At prices below $2.50 none of this commodity would be offered for sale; we
assume that the idea of negative quantities offered for sale is meaningless.

The supply schedule can also be represented geometrically as a supply

curve. It will be noted that the supply curve in this instance is linear and has

a positive slope. Supply curves may or may not be linear, but since the

relationship between price and quantity supplied is a direct one, the slope of

a supply curve is normally positive; that is, since Ap and Aq have the same

algebraic sign, m = Ap/Aq is positive.
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With reference to Figure 2-3, if the price should rise from $5 to $7.50,

the quantity supplied would increase from 5 units to 10 units per time period.

We would in effect move from point R to point R / on the supply curve. This

would represent a change in price and a change in the quantity supplied, but

since the supply continues to be represented by the same curve, this would

indicate no change in supply. If the supply had changed, this would be

shown by a new curve: to the right of S if the supply had increased, and to

the left of S if the supply had decreased.

P

Fig. 2-3

Equilibrium Price

If we know the nature of both the demand function and the supply

function, we can determine equilibrium price. We may suppose that the ^

demand functions of all the individual buyers of a commodity in a given

market are added up, "and, the demand for the commodity in the market is

given by

D = q = 10 — p;

and in a similar fashion the supply functions of all of the sellers in the market

have been added, and the supply of the commodity is given by

S = q = 2p - 5.

If the price is relatively high, the quantity demanded will be small and the

quantity supplied will be large. If at a given price the quantity supplied is

greater than the quantity demanded, sellers will tend to reduce their asking

price; otherwise some of them would be unable to sell at all. Similarly, at

relatively low prices, the quantity demanded will be large and the quantity

supplied will be small. If the quantity demanded at a given price is greater
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than the quantity supplied at that price, buyers will tend to bid up the price;

otherwise some buyers will be unable to buy any at all. But if there is a price

at which the quantity demanded is just equal to the quantity supplied, that

price is said to be the equilibrium price since once that price has been

established, there will be no tendency for the price to rise or fall as long as

supply and demand remain unchanged. Equilibrium price is the price toward

which market price in a free market tends to gravitate. In the real world, even

in a free-market situation, market price might seldom be at the equilibrium

level since in many markets demand or supply or both are subject to frequent

shifts, and before equilibrium price has been reached, a change in supply or

demand may cause the equilibrium price itself to change. But in a free

market, price is either at or moving toward the equilibrium point.

The equilibrium price is determined by locating the price at which the

quantity demanded is just equal to the quantity supplied. In terms of our

algebraic model, we want to determine where the supply function and the

demand function have the same values for p and q. We may accomplish this

by setting the two functions equal to each other and solving for p:

S = D
2p — 5 = 10 — p

3p = 15

p = 5.

Therefore

qd = 10 — 5 = 5

and

q.
= 10 - 5 = 5

where qd is the quantity demanded and qs is the quantity supplied.

Suppose now that with no change in supply, demand for some reason

shifts, and the new demand function is given by

D' — q
= 13 — p.

The new demand represents an increase in demand since at any price more

units will be demanded now than previously. We may determine the new
equilibrium price as before by setting the supply function equal to the new
demand function and solving for p:

Therefore

S = D'

2p - 5 = 13 — p
3p = 18

p
—

6.

qd = 13 - 6 = 7

q. = 12 - 5 = 7.

and
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It is frequently convenient to show the determination of market price

geometrically with the use of demand and supply curves. In Figure 2-4, D
represents the original demand function D = q = \0 — f, and S represents

the supply function S = q = 2p — 5. The equilibrium price is seen to be 5,

and the equilibrium quantity exchanged is 5. D' is the new demand

D' = q = 13 — p, and after the increase in demand the new equilibrium

price is 6 and the new equilibrium quantity exchanged is 7.

P

If the demand curve has a negative slope and the supply curve has a

positive slope, the equilibrium price represents a stable equilibrium; that is, if

the equilibrium is disturbed, the price tends to return to the equilibrium

level. An egg lying on its side is in neutral equilibrium. But an egg balanced

on one end is in a position of unstable equilibrium; if it tumbles over, it will

not return to the original equilibrium position. If both demand and supply

curves had negative slopes and if the negative slope of the demand curve

were greater than that- of the supply curve, the intersection of the curves

would represent a point of unstable equilibrium. As we have seen, supply

curves normally have a positive slope, but in certain exceptional cases it is

possible that the supply curve might be negatively inclined. Such a case will

be discussed in a subsequent chapter.

Figure 2-5 represents an unstable equilibrium situation. Price OP is the

equilibrium price since at this price the quantity demanded is equal to the

quantity supplied. But if for some reason the price should fall, say to OP', the

quantity supplied would be greater than the quantity demanded at this price,

and instead of forcing the price back up to OP the excess of quantity supplied

over the quantity demanded would force the price further downward without

limit. A necessary condition, accordingly, for the forces of demand and

supply to be effective as determinants of market price is for the demand and
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H

supply curves to have slopes appropriate for the establishment of a stable

equilibrium.
1

It may be noted that more units will be exchanged at the equilibrium

price than would be exchanged at any other price, either higher or lower. In

P

Figure 2-6, it will be seen that at the equilibrium price of OP the number of

units bought and sold is OM. If the price were higher than OP, for example

OP', the quantity demanded at this price would be less than OM, and, of

course, no more units can be sold at a given price than are demanded at that

P

Fig. 2-6

price. If the price were lower than the equilibrium price, say OP", the

quantity supplied would be less than OM, and no more units can be sold at a

given price than sellers will supply at that price. If price is not at the

equilibrium level, accordingly, the maximum amount of the good is not being

exchanged.

1 For a brief discussion of stable and multiple equilibria, see Sidney Weintraub,
Price Theory (New York: Pitman Pub. Corp., 1956), pp. 120-124.
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The Ceteris-Paribus Assumption

When we say that D = f(P), we assume that other things remain the

same, or as it is frequently expressed, the amount of X demanded depends on

the price of X, ceteris paribus (other things being equal). This is a conven-

ient device for' recognizing that the amount of X demanded depends, in fact,

on a number of things, but we at the moment are concerned with the price-

quantity relationship, and as far as possible we will ignore other influences on

the amount demanded and will concentrate on the effect of changes in price.

When several variables affect the demand for a commodity, it is necessary to

hold all of them constant except the one whose influence we are directly

concerned with. Suppose that we are interested in the demand for gasoline. If

per capita income were $2,000, there would be one demand for gasoline, but

with a per capita income of $3,000 there would be a different demand, that is,

a new demand curve, for gasoline. Or if a 50 percent sales tax were levied on

automobiles, there would undoubtedly be a decrease in the demand for

gasoline; that is, a smaller quantity would be demanded at each price than

before the tax.

The influence of factors other than the price of X on the demand for X
is sometimes formally recognized by writing the demand function in the

following form

:

Dx = f(Px, Pc Vc Y, T),

where is the amount of X demanded; px is the price of Commodity X; pc

represents prices of complementary goods, that is, goods whose prices tend to

move in the opposite direction from the price of X; ps is the prices of

substitutes, that is, goods whose prices tend to move in the same direction as

the price of X; Y is consumer income; and T is consumer tastes. The ceteris-

paribus assumption holds all of these things constant except px and tries to

discover what changes in the amounts demanded are attributable to changes

in the price of X.

This is an analytical device and is not intended to be a description of

reality. We may, curiously enough, hold one variable constant in order to see

what changes in that variable will subsequently occur. If we draw a demand
curve for margarine, for example, we assume among other things that the

price of butter is held constant. But if the supply of margarine increases, say,

because of the removal of a tax on margarine, the price of margarine will fall.

The reduction of the price of margarine will tend to reduce the demand for

butter—the demand-for-butter curve will shift to the left—and the price of

butter, which was one of the things we held constant, will fall. The new
lower price of butter will now cause the demand for margarine to shift to the

left, lowering the price of margarine. And so on until the shifts become so
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small that their effects are imperceptible and a condition of equilibrium has

been reached.

It may be noted that if the price of X falls, it is logically impossible for

everything else to remain the same. If the price of X falls and all other prices

remain the same, relative prices will have changed. Furthermore, if the price

of X falls and all other prices and the consumer’s money income remain the

same, his real income will have increased. Or, if we keep his real income

constant, we will have to assume a change in his money income. In either

event all things have not remained the same. If the prices of all other

commodities remain the same, the amounts spent on them remain

unchanged, and the consumer’s income and the amount he saves remain

unchanged, the consumer would not be able to spend more on commodity X
even if its price fell: where would the additional purchasing power come

from? If we insisted on a rigid assumption that everything remains constant,

we would have to confine our analysis to those commodities only on which

the total expenditure remains constant as the price changes. As we will see in

the next chapter, an interesting special case exists when consumer expendi-

ture is unaffected by price changes, but this is hardly a typical case, and we
do not wish to have to confine our analysis to this relatively rare phenome-

non.

An insistence on all other things remaining unchanged would also

involve us in logical difficulties when we view the effects of price changes on

the whole economy. Consider a situation where all resources are fully em-

ployed and all industries are in equilibrium. We say that if the price of X
falls, everything else remaining constant, the amount of X demanded will

increase. But if the quantities of all other goods demanded remain the same,

where will the resources—the men, materials, and machines—needed to pro-

duce the additional units of X come from? Unless less of something else is

produced or total productivity is somehow increased, it will not be possible to

produce more of X. The ceteris-paribus assumption must imply, accordingly,

not that nothing else changes, but that there is no other independent source

of change.

We conclude this section by repeating that the ceteris-paribus assump-

tion is a convenient and necessary analytical tool for isolating the effects of

one among many variables. Just as the chemist must be careful to see that

changes in temperature or air pressure or other extraneous variables do not

affect the results of his experiment, the economist uses the ceteris-paribus

assumption as he undertakes what is a sort of intellectual experiment. But in

a world where everything depends upon everything else, the purpose of the

ceteris-paribus assumption must be understood to be methodological and not

substantive in nature .

2

2 For a discussion of the problem of ceteris paribus, see Milton Friedman, Price

Theory (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Company, 1962), pp. 23-30.
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POSTPRANDIUM

In dealing with demand and supply analysis it is frequently convenient

to work with models which can be expressed algebraically as well as geometri-

cally. Since straight lines are easier to work with than nonlinear curves, we
will normally express demand and supply as linear functions unless there is

some special reason to do otherwise. If one knows the general form of linear

functions, he can tell from inspection whether a given algebraic function

represents a positively or a negatively inclined curve and where the intercepts

on the x-axis and the y-axis will come. This is particularly useful to those who
are preparing mathematical models showing price formation under conditions

of pure competition, and in this postprandium we will investigate the matter

of general linear equations of demand and supply.

The basic equation for a straight line is

y = mx + h,

where m = Ay/Ax = slope, and h = the y-intercept. Consider the function

y = + 10 . ( 1 )

The slope of this curve is — Vi and its y-intercept is 10. The curve is plotted

in Figure 2-7.

Equation (1) may be written in the form

fr + y- io = o, (2)

and this may be put in the general form

Ax + By — C = 0, (3)

where A, B, and C are constants. Equation (3) is the general equation for a

linear demand curve with a negative slope; A and B are positive and C is

negative.

y
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We can determine the ^-intercept in Equations (2) and (3) by setting y
equal to zero and solving for x. This gives us

„ _ C _ 10
a A \

where a is the ^-intercept of the curve. By setting x equal to zero and solving

for y we can determine the y-intercept:

6 = § = T = 10 -

The slope of the curve can be determined as follows:

m b
__ _C C_ _ _C A _ __A_

a ~ B ' A~ B' C B

These formulas for a, b, and m will hold for any negatively inclined linear

demand curve when the demand function is given in the general form of

Equation (3).

coio
II

y= 10

Fig. 2-8

Consider now a demand curve with a zero slope, as represented in

Figure 2-8. If

A nm — — = 0,B

then A must equal zero, and the general equation for a demand curve with

zero slope becomes

By - C = 0. (4)

In terms of Figure 2-8,
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y- 10 = 0
;

C xo
n, = — == —— = oo *

A 0

C
6 = - = = 10-

4 0 Am = -g = -
T = °.

a=£= 20

Fig. 2-9

Finally, we may consider a demand curve with infinite slope. If

Am — — -5 = co ,

B

then B must equal zero, and the general equation for a demand curve with

infinite slope becomes

Ax — C = 0. (5)

In terms of Figure 2-9,

i-x - 10-0;

a
^

20

,

&=- = !»= 00 •

B 0

m — — —- = — — = — 00

B 0

To summarize: the general equation for a demand curve is given by

Ax + By - C = 0.

The C term is always negative. If the demand curve is negatively inclined, A
and B will be positive. If the demand curve has a zero slopie, A will be zero,
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and B will be positive. If the demand has an infinite slope, A will be positive,

and B will be zero.

General Supply Equations

In similar fashion we can determine the general equations for the supply

function. In addition to the cases when the slope of the supply function is

equal to zero and when the slope is equal to infinity, where the equations for

o C a 0a=__= _ 6

Fig. 2-10

the supply functions would have the same algebraic expression as demand
curves of the same slopes, there are three cases of supply which are of interest

to the economist: (a) when the y-intercept of the supply curve is above the

origin, (b) when the y-intercept is below the origin, and (c) when the y-

intercept is at the origin.

Since we are dealing with linear functions, the basic equation for a

linear supply curve is

y — mx + b.

Consider the function plotted in Figure 2-10:

This could be written as

—fs + y - 4 = 0.

Or, multiplying through by —1, this becomes

fx — y + 4 = 0.

The general equation for a linear supply curve with a positive y-intercept is

Ax — By -f- C = 0. (6)
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We may generalize by saying that if the supply curve is linear and positively

inclined with a positive y-intercept, A and B are of opposite algebraic signs

and A and C have the same sign.

It may be noted further that

In this case, since h is positive, C is positive.

y

Fig. 2-11

Consider next a supply curve with a negative intercept on the y-axis. In

Figure 2-11 we have drawn the function

y = 2x — 4.

This could be written

— 2x-j-y~j-4 = 0,

and by multiplying both sides by — 1 we get

2x — y — 4 = 0.

In general terms this becomes

Ax - By - C = 0. (7)

We may generalize by saying that if the supply curve is linear and positively

inclined with a negative y-intercept, A and B are of opposite signs and B and

C have the same sign.
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In this case

a = j = - 2;

5 = _— = —£ -
B 1

Since b is negative, C is negative.

0

a =£- 0
A

b-~~ 0
B

Fig. 2-12

Finally, consider a linear supply curve which passes through the origin.

Figure 2-12 represents the function

y = 3a:,

which can be written as

— 3a: T y = 0.

Multiplying through by —1 we get

3a: — t/ — 0.

The general equation for supply curves of this type is

Aa: — By — 0.

And

« = t = f = o;

0. = ft-
1 u

)

™ B
= T = 3 -
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To summarize the general equations for supply functions: A will be

positive and B will be negative; if h is positive, C will be positive; if b is

negative, C will be negative; and if b is zero, C will be zero.

Shortages and Surpluses

We may conclude this postprandium with a word about the meaning of

the terms “shortage” and ‘surplus.” Under conditions of pure competition the

quantity demanded will be just equal to the quantity supplied at the equilib-

rium price. All buyers who want to buy at that price and all sellers who wish

to sell at that price will be able to do so. There is under these circumstances

no problem of surplus or shortage; the equilibrium price is the one which just

“clears the market.” If due to unusually favorable weather conditions the

quantity of an agricultural commodity which is brought to market is greater

than usual, the price of the commodity will tend to fall, and all that is offered

will be sold. Since the quantity demanded just equals the quantity supplied,

there is in no real sense a surplus of the commodity. Or, if due to unfavorable

conditions the harvest is abnormally small, the price will rise; all who are

willing to pay the price will be able to buy the good, and it would not be

accurate to say that there was a shortage of the good. In a communist

economy, on the other hand, the available goods will be rationed among
consumers according to some prearranged plan, and if the harvest is poor,

consumers might with some point speak of the shortage of the commodity; if

it should ever happen that the communist state should produce more of a

commodity than consumers would choose to have, the overproduction might

well be considered a surplus. But in a free-market economy price serves the

function of eliminating the problems of shortages and surpluses.

Shortages and surpluses appear in a private-enterprise economy only

when some outside constraint prevents prices from seeking their equilibrium

P

Fig. 2-13
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levels. In Figure 2-13, equilibrium price is OP and equilibrium quantity

exchanged is OM. There is no shortage or surplus at this price. But suppose

that the government undertakes a price-support program and makes OP' the

legal price. At this price buyers will be willing to buy only P'A units of the

commodity, whereas sellers will offer P'B units for sale. The difference

between what buyers will buy and what sellers will want to sell at this price

is the surplus, which in the figure is equal to AB units of the commodity. In

order to maintain the legal price the government will have to buy the units

which consumers are unwilling to buy at that price, and the government will

have either to store the surplus, destroy it, or sell it abroad. Whatever disposal

the government makes of the surplus will involve costs and likely will have

domestic or foreign political repercussions. When a price-support program is

undertaken, these hazards are assumed in order to effect a redistribution of

income among economic groups within the country. Whether the social gains

outweigh the social costs of such a program is a much-debated issue.

Sometimes the government intervenes in an effort to protect the con-

sumer from inflationary forces by setting a legal price below the equilibrium

level. In time of war the government often sets maximum prices such as OP"
in Figure 2-13. At this price consumers would like to buy P"F units of the

commodity, whereas sellers would be willing to sell only P"E units at this

price. The difference, EF, may properly be described as a shortage. Since

there is less of the good than consumers want to buy at the legal price, it

frequently becomes necessary for the government to ration commodities

among consumers. The effective demand of the consumer now requires not

only that he be able and willing to pay the money price; he must, in addition,

be able and willing to provide the required ration coupons. When shortages

are acute, it is difficult for the government to maintain the legal price. Many
buyers and sellers will be willing to trade in the unlawful “black market” at

prices above the legal maximum. In the United States during World War II

black markets flourished in spite of patriotic appeals that price controls were

necessary to prevent inflation and make victory possible. In Nazi Germany
trading in black markets was a capital offense, but Hitler with all of the

powers of a totalitarian state at his command was unable to stop black-market

trading. The market forces of demand and supply are powerful and not easily

diverted.
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PROBLEMS

PROBLEM I

In Figure 2—14, D and S represent the demand and supply for a given commodity.

D' represents the new demand if a tax is levied on the buyers; S' represents the

new supply if a tax is levied on the sellers.

P

1 . When demand and supply are represented by D and S:

(a) Equilibrium price is

(b) Equilibrium quantity is

2. Assume now that a tax of $2 per unit is levied on sellers:

(a) Quantity exchanged now is

(b) Price to the consumer is

(c) Price to the seller after taxes is

3. Now assume that the tax is levied on the buyer instead of the seller:

(a) Quantity exchanged is now ....
(b) Price to the buyer including tax is . .

(c) Price to 'the seller is

PROBLEM II

Draw curves on the charts below to demonstrate the effect on (a) price and (b)

quantity exchanged in each of the following cases:
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Fig. 2-15

1. An increase in demand and an

equal increase in supply.

Fig. 2-16

2. An increase in demand and an

equal decrease in supply.

Fig. 2-17

3. A large increase in demand and

a small decrease in supply.

Fig. 2-18

4. A small increase in demand and

a large increase in supply.

PROBLEM 111

1. The price of gasoline was much lower in 1938 than in 1930. D and S in

Figure 2—19 represent the demand and supply of gasoline in 1930. Draw
in the chart the changes in demand and/or supply which represents the

most reasonable explanation of this price change.

2. The price of cement was the same in 1930 as in 1900. D and S in Figure

2—20 represent the demand and supply of cement in 1900. Draw in the

chart the changes in demand and/or supply which represent the most

reasonable explanation of this constant price.
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Fig. 2-19

P

PROBLEM IV

Given: D = 6 — p/2; S = p.

(a) What is the equilibrium price?

(b) What is the equilibrium quantity?

(c) What is the ^-intercept of the D curve?

(d) What is the y-intercept of the D curve?

(e) What is the slope of the D curve? .

CO What is the x-intercept of the S curve?

(g) What is the y-intercept of the S curve?

(h) What is the slope of the S curve? .


